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Executive Summary 
This paper presents a detailed quantitative efficiency comparison between the most efficient DC 

and AC power distribution methods, including an analysis of the effects of power distribution 

efficiency on the cooling power requirement and on total electrical consumption.  The latest high 

efficiency AC and DC power distribution architectures are shown to have virtually the same 

efficiency, suggesting that a move to a DC-based architecture is unwarranted on the basis of 

efficiency. 

 
 

 

 

This paper relies on content from these APC white papers: 
(Hot links – click to open)

AC vs. DC Power Distribution  
for Data Centers

Electrical Efficiency Modeling 
for Data Centers 
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Introduction 
The quest for improved efficiency of data centers has encouraged a climate of innovation in data center power 

and cooling technologies.  One widely discussed energy efficiency proposal is the conversion of the data center 

power architecture to DC from the existing AC. Numerous articles in the popular press and technical magazines 

have made claims for the advantages of DC power distribution, and companies such as Intel, APC, and Sun 

Microsystems have participated in technology demonstration projects. 

 

There are five methods of power distribution that can be realistically used in data centers, including two basic 

types of AC power distribution and three basic types of DC power distribution.  These five types are explained and 

analyzed in the related APC White Paper #63, AC vs. DC Power Distribution for Data Centers.  A key finding in 

that paper, which is generally supported in the published literature, is that two of the five distribution methods, one 

AC and one DC, offer superior electrical efficiency.  This paper focuses on comparing only those two highest 

efficiency distribution methods.  Unless there is a major change in data center power technology, one of 
these two methods is very likely to become the preferred method for distributing power in future data 
centers. 
 

The efficiency performance values for the AC power distribution system described in this paper are readily 

available numbers based on actual equipment that can be purchased today.  There is no commercial DC power 

distribution system available today, so the efficiency values for the DC power distribution system are based on the 

most recent sample data, estimates, and calculations available.  Citations and references are provided for all 

efficiency values used in this paper, so that the findings can be independently tested and verified.   

 

Changes in power distribution efficiency affect the total electrical power consumption of the data center. However, 

the impact is mathematically complex because of two factors:   

 

1. Variations in electrical power distribution efficiency affect the heating load and consequently the air 

conditioning power consumption. 

2. There are significant power loads in the data center that do not receive power through the power 

distribution system under study.   

 

This paper explains these effects in detail and shows how improvements in electrical power distribution efficiency 

quantitatively translate into reductions in total electrical consumption.  
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Background 
It is true today that there are existing data center installations with poor designs and older power distribution 

technology that are operating at very low efficiencies.  APC has observed power system efficiencies of 30% and 

even less in operating data centers (exclusive of the cooling system).  This represents a tremendous waste of 

electrical energy since much of this inefficiency is avoidable.  The observed inefficiencies are primarily due to the 

following factors: 

• Inefficient IT device power supplies 

• Inefficient transformer-based power distribution units (PDUs) 

• Inefficient UPS systems 

• Operation at loads well below the design rating of the system, which amplifies all of the above losses 
 

There have been great improvements in efficiency of IT device power supplies and UPS systems in the last three 

years.  This means that an AC distribution system installed today is typically much more efficient than a five-year-

old installation.  In addition, modular scalable UPS systems have made it simpler to right-size a UPS to the load, 

preventing the electrical inefficiency due to gross underutilization frequently seen in the past.  Transformer-based 

PDUs remain a significant source of loss in many North American installations, but are not present outside of 

North America.  The AC system analyzed in this paper is based on the European standard of 400/230 V 

distribution.  The application of 400/230 V AC power distribution in North America is discussed in detail in APC 

White Paper #128, Increasing Data Center Efficiency by Using Improved High Density Power Distribution. 

 

DC distribution has been proposed as a way to achieve higher efficiency based on the following three premises: 

 

1. It may be possible to build a DC UPS that is higher in efficiency than an AC UPS 

2. The elimination of power distribution unit (PDU) transformers will reduce electrical losses 

3. It may be possible to improve the efficiency of the IT equipment power supply itself, beyond the 

improvements possible in an AC input design 

This paper examines and quantifies all of these concepts and reveals the following: 

• The latest generation of AC UPS systems has as much as five times less loss than previous generations 
of AC UPSs, and there is no longer any evidence that a DC UPS of greater efficiency can be created 

• Transformers in PDUs are a significant source of inefficiency, but don’t exist outside of North America and 
are eliminated in the new high efficiency AC power distribution architecture 

• The efficiency improvements in the IT equipment power supply resulting from conversion to DC input are 
proving to be much lower in practice than was originally assumed 

 
In many published articles, expected improvements of 10% to 30% in efficiency have been claimed for DC over 

AC.  But, as you would not compare the performance of a new server technology to the performance of a server 

made ten years ago, it is similarly inappropriate to compare hypothetical DC power distribution efficiency to the 
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efficiency of older legacy AC power distribution systems.  The important comparison is not between past and 

future alternatives, but between current and future alternatives.   

 

The data in this paper demonstrates that the best AC power distribution systems today already achieve essentially 

the same efficiency as hypothetical future DC systems, and that most of the quoted efficiency gains in the popular 

press are misleading, inaccurate, or false.  And unlike virtually all other articles and papers on this subject, this 

paper includes citations and references for all of the quantitative data. 

 

The Two High Efficiency Power Distribution Options 
The introduction explained that two alternative power distribution systems have emerged as candidates for 

building future high efficiency data centers.  One system is based on the existing predominant 400/230 V AC 

distribution system currently used in virtually all data centers outside of North America and Japan.  The other 

system is based on a conceptual 380 V DC distribution system supplying IT equipment that has been modified to  

accept DC power.  These systems are diagrammed in Figure 1 and Figure 2. 

 

Figure 1 – High efficiency AC distribution (in common use outside North America) 

 

AC 
UPS 

 

IT 
LOADS 

 

400/230 V AC 

 

 
 
 
Figure 1 represents the first candidate.  It is the common AC distribution system used outside of North America 

and Japan.  Note that in today’s standard North American power distribution system, the UPS voltage would be 

480 V AC and there would be an additional block in the diagram representing a PDU transformer to convert 480 V  

to 208/120 V AC.  In this figure the PDU transformer and the associated losses are eliminated because there is no 

need to step down the UPS output voltage before supplying it to IT loads at 230 V. 
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Figure 2 – High efficiency DC distribution (hypothetical) 
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Figure 2 represents the second candidate.  It is a hypothetical approach distributing 380 V DC.  IT devices 

designed to operate from 380 V DC power would need to exist to allow this to work.  This system has been 

proposed in the literature with a variety of different DC supply voltages, such as 300, 380, 400 and 575 V.  

However, a consensus in the literature has developed around 380 V as a preferred standard, and the analysis in 

this paper is based on this 380 V DC system.  Note that a 380 V DC and 400 V DC are essentially two different 

names for the same system. 

 

Preview of the Analysis 
In the sections that follow, it will be helpful to know the general structure of the model and the data that needs to 

be quantified to support the model. 

 

The three power path segments  
Figure 3 shows the basic power path in a typical data center when using high efficiency power distribution.  Note 

the absence of PDUs, which are not needed in the two power distribution methods under consideration.  The 

power path is divided into three segments: 

• UPS 

• Distribution wiring 

• IT device power supplies (PSUs) 
 

Efficiency data for the model 
Subsequent sections of this paper will examine and quantify efficiency data for each of these three segments of 

the power path.  The goal is to establish efficiency data as a function of load, which will result in an efficiency 

curve for each segment similar in shape to those at the bottom of Figure 3.  This efficiency data will then be 

incorporated into a model that can be used to compare the efficiency of existing and hypothetical power 

configurations. 

 

The 50% load point is marked on the efficiency curves because the baseline case in the model will use efficiency 

values at 50% load. 
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Figure 3 – Data center power path:  Three segments, three efficiency curves  
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the following sections  

 
 
 

Baseline Operating Load for the Model (50%) 
The data clearly shows that the efficiencies of the devices in a power distribution system are not fixed numbers, 

but instead vary with the applied load – which is why efficiency is correctly represented as an efficiency curve, not 

a single number.  Therefore, any calculation of power distribution efficiency is incomplete without considering the 

actual operating load for each segment of the power path.  

 

Most of the prior work on the subject of power distribution efficiency does not provide information on the effect of 

load variation, which can be significant.  In this paper, we will choose a baseline load that is representative of 

typical installations, then explain how efficiency varies with load.  Choosing a baseline operating load simplifies 

the initial discussion by providing a reference point for comparison of AC and DC, but it does not constrain the 

actual model, which comprehends that efficiency is a curve that varies with load – in real installations, the 
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operating load (fraction of capacity) will be different for each of the three segments of the power path, and can be 

varied dynamically in the interactive model (see Figure 9). 

 

For the following presentation and comparison of AC and DC power distribution, the baseline load will be chosen 

as 50%.  This is within the operating limits of all three segments of the data center (Figure 3, above).  Here is how 

50% load relates to each of the three data center segments: 

• UPS 
For a non-redundant (1N) system, 50% is a typical operating point.  For a redundant (2N) system, 50% 
represents the maximum operating point (i.e., full load shared across 2 UPSs). 

• Distribution wiring 
Similar to UPS loading, 50% is a realistic operating load for non-redundant (1N) wiring.  
For a redundant, dual path, (2N) wiring system, 50% is the maximum you would see on either feed.  (In 
fact, US electrical code restricts loading to 80%, which effectively limits the per-feed limit to 40%).  In any 
case, it should be noted that the operating load on distribution wiring has little effect on overall efficiency 
because wiring efficiency is in the very narrow and high range of 99-100%. 

• IT power supplies 
IT equipment has either one or two internal power supplies.  With a single power supply, 50% operating 
load is in the middle of the range (and typical of “idle” loading, which is where a large portion of server 
time is spent), and for dual-power supply servers, 50% represents the maximum operating point (i.e., full 
load shared across 2 power supplies). 

 

As will be shown later by the actual efficiency curves for these three segments, there is not a great difference in 

efficiency for operating loads in the neighborhood of the 50% mark, so the exact location of this point is not very 

significant. 

 

Efficiency of the UPS 
The AC distribution architecture starts with a UPS to create the AC distribution bus, and in the DC architecture, a 

DC UPS – sometimes referred to as a DC plant or rectifier – creates the DC distribution bus. 

 

In the case of the AC UPS, products currently exist in the marketplace that have verifiable 

performance – either they have published efficiency specifications or their performance 

can be measured.  Unfortunately, APC has found many of the published specifications to 

be inaccurate and not representative of real-world performance.  For purposes of this 

analysis, we will use the efficiency data from the only known UPSs with independent 

laboratory measured and certified efficiency ratings. 
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Figure 4 shows the efficiency of various commercially available AC UPS and DC UPS systems.  

 
 

Figure 4 – Efficiency of several commercially available AC and DC UPS systems   

 

For convenience, the graph above is summarized in Table 1. 

 

 
Load 

UPS 
25% 50% 75% 100% 

APC Symmetra MW 
 (Delta conversion AC) 94.1% 96.2% 96.9% 97.0% 

APC Symmetra PX 
(Double conversion AC) 94.7% 95.7% 95.6% 95.3% 

APC Smart-UPS VT 
(Double conversion AC)  95.3% 96.3% 96.3% 96.0% 

SatCon AE-75-60-PV-A 
(DC) 94.5% 95.8% 95.6% 95.4% 

LBNL Typical Efficiency 
(Double conversion AC)  87.3% 88.8% 88.8% 88.4% 

LBNL Lowest Efficiency 
(Double conversion AC)  73.3% 81.9% 84.0% 84.1% 

Table 1 – Summary of UPS efficiency data from Figure 4 

AC and DC UPS Efficiency Comparison
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y APC Symmetra MW 1000kVA Delta
Conversion AC UPS

APC Symmetra PX 160kVA Double
Conversion AC UPS
APC Smart-UPS VT 40kVA Double
Conversion AC UPS

SatCon AE-75-60-PV-A 75 kW DC UPS

LBNL Typical Efficiency Double
Conversion AC UPS
LBNL Lowest Efficiency Double
Conversion AC UPS

96.2% efficiency for Symmetra MW
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AC UPS    96.2% 

DC UPS    96.0% 

Baseline values for model 
Efficiency at 50% load 

Result of 

distribution system with battery backup.  One significant technical challenge that has not been completely s

is the connection of a battery with varying terminal voltage to the regulated 380 V distribution bus.  However, Intel 

has worked with a number of DC power supply providers and published proposed designs along with an expected 

efficiency value of 97%.

analysis 

C UPS efficiency value for the model 
version UPS has an efficiency rating of 96.2% at 50% load, the 160 

 

 

he 75 kW SatCon inverter has an efficiency rating of 95.8%, as certified by California Energy Commission.2 

he remaining two curves show legacy-efficiency, double-conversion UPSs as measured by a 2005 LBLN study.3   

C UPS efficiency value for the model 
ucts are available that meet the requirements of a 380 V DC 

olved 

 

fficiency is likely to 

A
The 1,000 kVA APC Symmetra MW delta-con

kVA Symmetra PX double-conversion UPS has an efficiency rating of 95.7% at 50% load, and the 40 kVA APC 

Smart-UPS VT double-conversion UPS has an efficiency rating of 96.3% at 50% load – all certified by the testing

laboratories of TÜV.1  These ratings are not in an economy or bypass mode but are with the output regenerated 

and conditioned by the on-line output inverter, with full input-output isolation.  This analysis will use the Symmetra

MW, with an AC efficiency of 96.2% at 50% load. 

 

T

(Many inverters, including this one, can also be operated as rectifiers and should deliver similar efficiencies in 

either mode of operation, so this one could also be considered as a DC UPS.) 

 

T

 

D
In the case of a DC UPS, no commercial prod

4  One supplier, Netpower Labs, has developed a 350 V DC UPS and published an 

efficiency number of 96%.5 LBNL has published measurements of a prototype DC UPS with an efficiency of 

94%.6  Of these three reported efficiencies – 94%, 96%, and 97% – we will choose the middle one for this 

analysis.  Note that the Netpower Labs 96% 

efficiency DC UPS is likely a best case value,

since the source does not specify a 

percentage load.  At 50% load, the e

be lower than 96%. 
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Efficiency of the Distribution Wiring   
The wiring between the AC or DC UPS and the IT loads has electrical loss.  The losses 

depend on the operating current, the size of the wiring, and the length of wire.  A data center 

hosts hundreds or even thousands of different wires, and the losses of each wire must be 

added to compute the total loss. 

Distribution Wiring Efficiency
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99.5%

100.0%
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Load
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Wiring - 1% Loss at Full Load

50%

Figure 5 – Efficiency curve for distribution wiring 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 AC  Distribution wiring   99.5% 

 DC  Distribution wiring   99.5%

Baseline values for model 
Efficiency at 50% load

Result of 
analysis 

It is possible to estimate the wiring loss for a typical installation.  Wire sizes are dictated by circuit capacity ratings, 

and the average wire length is typically known.  A common design value for wiring loss is 1% of the load power at 

full load.  The losses in the distribution wiring vary with the square of the load.  Each time the load is halved, the 

wiring losses fall by a factor of four.  For a 50% load data center, the wiring efficiency would be 99.5%.  For this 

reason, wiring losses are negligible in most data 

centers. 

 

Note that the wiring loss is the same for a DC or an AC 

installation.  A slight difference may exist in the amount of 

copper used, but the efficiency is the same.  The wiring 

loss does not give rise to any differences of efficiency 

between AC and DC systems.  
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Efficiency of the IT Power Supply   
Modern IT equipment has one or more internal power supplies (PSUs) that convert 

incoming AC power to a 12 V DC bus, which supplies the individual cards or subsystems 

in the chassis.∗  These PSUs represent an opportunity for efficiency improvement. 

 

In past generations of servers, the efficiency of PSUs was approximately 75% at 50% 

load (see Figure 6). 

 

However, the most recent designs are now routinely 90% efficient or greater over a b

range of operating loads, according to published power supply efficiency data from Sun 

Microsystems (Figure 7) and Hewlett-Packard (Figure 8). 

road 

                                                

 

 

Figure 6 – Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory efficiency of past generation server PSUs7
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* In this “distributed power system architecture,” the individual cards or subsystems generate their specific local power   
  requirements (e.g., 1.1V, 3.3V, 5V) from the 12V bus, using on-board power converters.  The PSU is often a user-replaceable  
  module plugged into the chassis. 
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Figure 7 – Sun Microsystems server power supply efficiency as a function of load,  
showing effect of various input voltages on efficiency8   

 

 Figure 8 – Hewlett-Packard Server power supply efficiency as a function of load, 
showing effect of different input voltage on efficiency9
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The AC efficiency at 50% load for the Sun Microsystems example is 89.5% and for the Hewlett-Packard example 

is 91%.  Taking these power supplies as representative of future servers (recognizing that 400/230 V AC will 

operate the servers at  230 V) the average of the efficiencies of these two examples, 90.25%, is used as the 

baseline AC efficiency of a new server power supply in the model. 

 

 

 AC  IT power supply    90.25% 

 DC  IT power supply    91.75%  

Baseline values for model 
Efficiency at 50% load 

Result of 
analysis 

The Sun Microsystems power supply efficiency chart of Figure 7 also includes an efficiency curve for a power 

supply that has been converted to operate 380 V DC.  This curve shows an improvement of approximately 1.5% 

over the 220 V AC efficiency curve at 50% 

load.  This 1.5% efficiency improvement 

has been used in many studies and will 

be added to the baseline AC value of 90.25%, 

resulting in the calculated DC value of 91.75% for 

the model.  Later in this paper, the possible 

magnitude of this improvement will be analyzed in 

more detail. 

 

Power supplies with even higher efficiency – up to 94% – are expected to ship in early 2008.  Data on these 

power supplies is not yet publicly available and therefore cannot be cited in this study.  It is our expectation that 

the efficiency improvement from powering these supplies with 380 V DC will be reduced to approximately 1%. 

 

Overall Power Path Efficiency Comparison 
The overall efficiency of the power path is the product of the efficiencies of the UPS, the distribution wiring, and 

the IT power supply given above.  This is a simple calculation, as shown in Table 2: 

 

 
Table 2 – Overall power distribution efficiency calculation at 50% load 

comparing high efficiency AC and 360 V DC distribution methods 
 

 

 

 UPS  Distribution 
Wiring  IT Power 

Supply 
 OVERALL EFFICIENCY 

DC 96.0 % X 99.5 % X 91.75 % = 8877..6644  %%  

AC 96.2 % X 99.5 % X 90.25 % = 8866..3399  %%  
1.25%

 
  
Therefore, the high efficiency DC system has a 1.25% efficiency advantage in power distribution efficiency over 

the high efficiency AC system.  This analysis is for 50% operating load on all segments of the power path.  As can 

be seen from the relatively flat shape of the efficiency curves at 50% load, there is not a great variation in 

efficiency in the load range surrounding 50%. 
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This efficiency difference is only for the power distribution system – the effect on overall data center power 

consumption requires further analysis as explained in the next section. 

 

Overall Data Center Power Consumption Impact 
Any percentage efficiency gains in the power distribution system do not directly translate to an equal percentage 

gain in overall data center power savings.  Any savings in power distribution losses reduces the heat in the data 

center which reduces the cooling load.  Therefore a watt saved in power distribution will actually save more than a 

watt of the overall data center demand.  However, a 1% gain in power distribution efficiency does NOT 
translate to more than a 1% gain in total data center efficiency.  In fact, a 1% gain in power distribution 

efficiency actually leads to less than a 1% gain in overall efficiency. 

 

The actual computation for the reduction in electrical consumption resulting from a change in power distribution 

efficiency is as follows: 

 

ΔP = P – P' 
ΔP = 1 – [(1 – Δη PD) x (ITP + PDP + ACPP) + LP + ACFP] 
 

Where P is the baseline AC system power consumption, referenced to 1, and P' is the power consumption after a 

change in power distribution efficiency.  The other values in the equation are defined in Table 3, along with their 

typical values. 

 Table 3 – Variables used for computation of electrical load reduction 
Variable Description Typical Value 

Δη PD Change in power distribution efficiency Input variable 

ITP % of total data center power consumed by IT load 45% 

PDP
% of total data center power consumed by baseline power 
distribution 5% 

ACPP
% of total data center power consumed by air conditioner losses 
that vary with load 25% 

LP % of total data center power consumed by lighting load 2% 

ACFP
% of total data center power consumed by fixed air conditioner 
losses 23% 

 

When these values are entered into the overall data center power reduction equation above, the resulting change 

in overall consumption from a change in the power distribution efficiency is 0.75 to 1 – that is, a 1% change in 

power distribution efficiency will result in an overall power reduction of 0.75%.  The overall change in data center 

consumption is less than the change in power distribution efficiency.  This finding should not be surprising when it 

is understood that a significant part of the data center power consumption (in particular, the cooling system) does 

not pass through the power distribution system, and when it is understood that reducing the power distribution 
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losses does not affect the fixed component of the cooling losses, it only affects the proportional component of the 

cooling losses (losses that vary with cooling load). 

When this calculation is applied to the AC and DC power distribution efficiency result of the previous 
section, we find that the power distribution efficiency improvement by converting from AC to DC of 1.25% 
will cause a reduction of overall electrical consumption of 0.94%. 

 

Note that this finding directly contradicts published information in other studies.  Many superficial analyses 

suggest that a watt of power saved by conversion to 380 V DC leads to “double or quadruple the impact” on the 

overall data center power consumption.10  In fact, the only power saved beyond the distribution power is the 

fraction of the air conditioning losses that vary with load (proportional loss).  For a well designed modern data 

center,11 these variable losses are on the order of 20% of the IT load, so a watt saved in power distribution saves 

only 1.2 watts of overall data center power. 

 

Efficiency Calculator  
The APC Interactive Tool in Figure 9 determines the power path efficiency and the overall input power 

percentage reduction for four different scenarios.  The effect of changing the efficiencies of the various power path 

components on the power path efficiency and on the overall input 

power loss reduction can be investigated using this tool.  

 

The baseline or Legacy AC case represents an older data center 

with typical efficiency values for AC UPS, PDU, and IT power 

supply, and assumes IT power supplies operating at 208 V AC.  

The Best Practice AC case represents a new data center with the 

latest generation of high efficiency AC UPS, PDUs and IT power 

supplies.  The 400 V DC case uses the same modern components 

as best practice AC, but it eliminates the PDUs (and their 

associated transformer losses), and assumes IT power supplies 

operating at 230 V AC with an efficiency benefit of 0.5% over 208 

V AC (the difference between the green and yellow curves in Figure 8).  The 380 V DC case uses a theoretical 

DC UPS, no PDUs, and IT power supplies having a 1.5% efficiency benefit over 208 V AC as shown in Figure 7.  

All cases assume the same distribution wiring efficiency. 

   
 

This is an interactive calculator 
 imbedded in this white paper 

 
Flash Player version 7 or later is required -- click 
here to find out what version you have 
 
To download Flash Player, click here
 
When you scroll onto the calculator page, a 
dialog box will appear – click PLAY 
 
Slide the buttons to adjust the inputs to the model

 

In this efficiency calculator, all the key variables affecting the efficiency are adjustable by dragging the sliders.  

The tool starts with baseline default values for all variables, as described in this paper, based on a 50% load. 

 

The default "Cooling Losses Per Unit Heat Load" values provided in the calculator tool are typical values for a 

50% IT load.  When modeling operating loads near 100% IT load, the user should manually adjust "Cooling 

Losses Per Unit Heat Load" downward, to reflect an increase in cooling efficiency at full load. 
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The model includes an assumption of 2% lighting load in the input power reduction calculation.  If there are 

additional fixed loads such as a network operations center, the percent input power loss reductions will be 

reduced for all the scenarios. 

 
Figure 9 – Efficiency Calculator Tool 

for comparison of DC and AC power distribution architectures 
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Special Consideration for North America 
In general, North American data center power distribution efficiencies are lower than the rest of the world due to 

the historic use of transformer-based power distribution units (PDUs).  In North America, UPS power commonly 

operates on three-phase 480/277 V AC, which is stepped down by PDU transformers to three-phase 208/120 V 

AC for distribution to the IT loads.  By contrast, most regions outside of North America use three-phase 400/230 V 

UPS power, which is supplied directly to the loads without any step-down transformer.  The step-down 

transformer represents a substantial loss in most designs, especially because the sum total of the installed step-

down transformer ratings is typically much larger than the UPS rating, which means that the transformers are 

underutilized.  Furthermore, in a high density data center, the transformers consume significant floor space and 

constitute a significant floor weight load.  For a detailed discussion of this problem and how the 400/230 V 

distribution system can be used in North America, see APC White Paper #128, Increasing Data Center Efficiency 

by Using Improved High Density Power Distribution. 

 

In some North American installations, it may be necessary to install an auto-transformer to adapt existing 480/277 

V power to the 400/230 V standard.  The use of an auto-transformer means that the transformer kVA rating is only 

17% of the system power rating, which allows the transformer to operate at high efficiency.  For systems in North 

America where an auto-transformer is needed, the efficiency of the power distribution system will be reduced due 

to the auto-transformer losses.  This will reduce the efficiency for some AC distribution systems in North America 

by approximately 1%.  However, there is a proposal among the OEM manufacturers to widen the input range of 

power supplies to include 277 V AC that is already present in North American 480/277 V system.  If this is 

accomplished, not only will the need for an auto-transformer be eliminated, but as shown in the power supply 

efficiency curve of Figure 8, there is a significant improvement in the efficiency of the power supply (the difference 

between the red and yellow curves) that would result in the AC distribution system having about the same or 

slightly better overall efficiency than the 380 V DC system. 

 

 

Effect of IT Load Variation on Efficiency  
The power path efficiency comparisons in this paper have been computed for 50% of IT load.  The efficiency of 

the power distribution system – and therefore the efficiency of the complete data center – varies as a function of 

the IT load.  The relationship between efficiency and IT load can be accurately modeled as explained in APC 

White Paper #113, Electrical Efficiency Modeling for Data Centers. 

 

The efficiency comparisons in this paper include the efficiency of the PSUs (power supply units) within the IT 

equipment.  When the aggregate IT load varies in a real data center, it is primarily due to a change in the quantity 

of IT equipment rather than load variation on existing IT equipment.  Therefore, a change in the aggregate IT load 

of the data center is reflected in the load on the UPS and distribution wiring systems, but generally does not 

correlate with the operating load of individual PSUs.  Although power flows from the UPS, through the distribution 

wiring, and through the IT power supply to the IT load, this does not mean that all of these devices are operating 
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at the same percentage of their rated capacity (i.e., at the same operating load).  The total power typically flows 

into many, even thousands, of IT devices. 

 

Consider a data center operating at 5% of capacity – you could reasonably assume that the UPS is at a 5% 

operating load (5% of its capacity), but this doesn’t tell you anything about the operating load on the individual 

downstream IT PSUs.  The 5% load on the UPS could result from: 

• A small number of IT devices operating at 100% of their rated input power, or 

• Twenty times as many IT devices operating at 5% of their rated input power, or 

• One hundred times as many IT devices operating at 1% of their rated power 
 

The 5% operating load on the UPS is clearly linked to the aggregate operating loads of all the IT devices that it 

feeds, but the individual operating loads of the IT devices are not related to each other, and not identically linked 

to the 5% operating load on the UPS. 

 

This means, of the three segments of the data center power path (since the distribution wiring has little effect on 

efficiency no matter what the load), it is the variation of the UPS efficiency with load (either AC or DC) that has the 

greatest influence on the variation of overall data center efficiency as the IT load varies. 

 

For the above reasons, the effect of IT load variation on efficiency is small, and there is no reason to 
believe either AC or DC has any advantage at different IT operating loads. 
 

 Therefore, the effect of IT load variation on the analysis and conclusions of this paper are insignificant. 

 

Confidence in the Findings 
The mathematics of the calculations used to establish the efficiency of the DC and AC power distribution systems 

are indisputable.  It is also indisputable that none of the power distribution devices can have an efficiency of over 

100%.  This immediately bounds the theoretically possible efficiency benefits of a DC architecture to numbers well 

below the numbers that have been circulated in the press. 

 

This paper shows that there are only three key values that have a significant effect on the efficiency analysis, 

which are: 

 

1. The efficiency of AC UPS systems 

2. The efficiency of DC UPS systems 

3. The efficiency improvement possible by converting IT power supplies (PSUs) to DC operation 

 

Uncertainty in these three values affects the conclusions of the efficiency comparison – it is therefore worthwhile 

to consider whether these values are likely to change significantly as a result of further research or new 

technology. 
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AC UPS efficiency 
With regard to the efficiency of the AC UPS, the value used in this paper is based on a real product, available 

today, with efficiency performance certified by a third party.  At APC, we are aware of other products that will soon 

be on the market which are likely to achieve similar – or slightly better – performance.  There are certainly many 

older AC UPS products still on the market that have much lower efficiency, so any attempt to build a high 

efficiency data center should ensure that a high efficiency UPS is used.  At this time, we do not expect dramatic 

improvements in best-of-class AC UPS efficiency over the next few years. 

 

DC UPS efficiency 
With regard to the efficiency of the DC UPS, the values used in this paper were based on the claims of a 

manufacturer, and there is no known DC UPS for data center power distribution of higher efficiency.  However, it 

is worth considering whether DC UPS systems of higher efficiency are possible.  A DC UPS must convert AC to 

DC, it must provide a regulated output, and it must present a power-factor corrected input to the utility mains.  

Within these constraints, it is conceivable that DC UPS systems greater than 96% are possible, but none have 

been demonstrated.  Currently, the best example of actual commercial devices that are similar to a DC UPS are 

photovoltaic utility-interactive inverters, which are optimized for efficiency and are technically a DC UPS operating 

with reverse power flow.  A review of data published by the California Energy Commission shows that such 

efficiencies are in the range of 94% at 50% load, with the best performance being 96%.  This provides significant 

confirmation of the validity of the 96% assumed efficiency in the model for DC UPS. 

 

Nevertheless, research at APC suggests that it is possible to eventually improve the efficiency of DC UPS 

systems to slightly above 96%.  Therefore, we believe it is conceivable that an optimized DC UPS could provide 

efficiency almost as great as the commercially available AC UPS.  If this were achieved, then the best DC and AC 

power distribution systems would basically have equivalent efficiency, the only difference being any efficiency gain 

in the IT power supply resulting from conversion to DC. 

 

Efficiency improvement possible by converting IT power supplies to DC 
There is general agreement that conversion of IT power supplies (PSUs) to 380 V DC input will improve efficiency.  

This paper has shown that new AC power supplies have efficiency values above 90% over a broad load range.  In 

fact, some models expected to ship in 2008, are already achieving peak efficiencies of 94%.  This means the 
maximum theoretical efficiency advantage for DC power supplies is only 6% (100% – 94% = 6%) even if a 
DC power supply were 100% efficient. 

 

For the purposes of the analysis in this paper, an improvement of 1.5% was used based on the findings of Sun 

Microsystems.  The fact that these improvements were obtained does not answer the question as to whether a 

1.5% gain in efficiency is expected, or what possible improvement might be achieved.  The following discussion 

provides the theoretical basis to determine how much the efficiency of a power supply can be increased by 

converting to DC operation. 
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The PSU serves two primary functions: 

 

• To provide safety isolation between the computing circuits and the incoming power supply 

• To convert the incoming AC power to a regulated 12 V DC 

 

Using DC distribution does not eliminate the need for safety isolation, nor does it eliminate the need to provide 

regulated 12 V DC.  However, some of the circuits of the PSU that are responsible for the conversion of AC to DC 

can be eliminated if DC distribution is used.  A recent publication by Sun Microsystems provides quantitative insight 

into the potential efficiency gain of converting a PSU from AC to DC input operation.  Figure 10 shows a detailed 

breakdown of the electrical usage within a server PSU.  The items tagged “Eliminated with DC” are losses due to 

parts that can definitely be eliminated if the PSU is converted to DC.  The item tagged “Reduced with DC” are losses 

that cannot be completely eliminated because of the need for back-feed protection, but might be reduced by up to 

half if the PSU is converted to DC. 

 

 

Figure 10 – Breakdown of losses within a server power supply unit (PSU),  
showing losses that can be eliminated or reduced by converting to DC input12

 

 

Source: Sun Microsystems  

Eliminated with DC

Reduced with DC  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

From Figure 10, it can be seen that approximately 20% of the losses of the PSU can be eliminated by conversion 

to DC.  To determine how much this reduction in loss improves the efficiency of the power supply, the following 

calculation is used: 
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Δη = η' – η 
  = (1 – loss') – η 
  = (1 – (1 – η) x (1–PSLR)) – η 
  = (η + PSLR – η x PSLR) – η 
  = PSLR x (1 – η) 
Where η is the AC power supply efficiency, η' is the efficiency after modification to DC input, and PSLR is the 

power supply loss reduction due to the DC conversion.  Given a best-case power supply efficiency of 91.5%, and 

a reduction in power supply losses of 20% through conversion to DC, the improvement in efficiency is 1.58%. 

 

It is important to note that the efficiency gain is greatly affected by the starting efficiency of the power supply; 

therefore the efficiency gains of conversion to DC are likely to be higher for power supplies with lower efficiency.  

However, for the high efficiency data center of the future, we must assume efficient power supplies are inevitable, 

and that efficiency gains of only around 1.5% are feasible. 

 

Given the PSU efficiency of over 90% for the current generation of IT equipment, the calculation shows that the 

efficiency gain of converting IT equipment power supplies to DC is expected to be approximately 1.6%.  This 

finding is consistent with the conclusion in a recent presentation by Sun Microsystems which stated “DC / DC 

power supply is typically 1-3% more efficient than AC / DC.”13  It is also consistent with the approximately 2% 

improvement findings in the Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory DC powered data center demonstration 

project.14

 

Confidence Summary 
There is considerable confidence in the numeric values used in the comparison of the AC and DC power 

distribution systems.  The DC and AC UPS efficiency values are expected to vary less than 1% from the efficiency 

values used.  The wiring losses are immaterial because they are so small.  Power supply efficiencies are 

expected to improve by 4% or more, which benefits both the AC and DC systems.  The efficiency gain from 

conversion from AC to DC is found to be constrained to be on the order of 1.6% for a 90% efficient power supply 

and on the order of 1% for a 94% efficient power supply. 

 

Based on this analysis, it is conceivable that a DC system could gain another percentage point advantage over 

the AC system.  If achieved, this would raise the power distribution benefit of DC to approximately 1.5% with a 

corresponding reduction in overall data center power consumption of 1.1% when compared with the baseline case 

of this study.  However, there is also the possibility of a move to 277 V AC power supply standard which would 

improve the efficiency of North American AC installations by approximately 1%.  If achieved, this would effectively 

place the AC and DC distribution methods at parity. 
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How Did Other Publications Get the Values So Wrong? 
The findings of this study are dramatically different from the claims made in many published articles.  Most 

published articles with efficiency improvement values can be traced back to a statement made in a report issued 

by Lawrence Berkley National Laboratory.15  The 

Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory report concludes:  

 

"In this case, an improvement of over 28% is possible in 

an average data center.  This means the DC distribution 

system, as demonstrated, will have the potential of using 

28% less energy than the typical AC system found in 

today’s data centers.  Since data center HVAC loads are 

typically about the same as the IT load, this means that a 

28% improvement in distribution and conversion also 

means a 28% overall facility level efficiency i

 

mprovement." 

he problem is that the above widely quoted 
using 

s 30 

le 

rt 

of 

 

 

hese above inappropriate assumptions, taken together, 

 

  
  
 

Any conclusion that differs significantly  
from this paper should be checked for flawed 

assumptions, combined effects, or exaggerated 
absolute metrics 

 
              Red flags to look for: 
 
 
• DC UPS efficiency above 96% 

 
• AC UPS efficiency below 96% 

• Power supply efficiency difference between AC 
and DC operation greater than 2%  

• Comparison to AC distribution other than 
transformerless 400/230V 

• Efficiency data not certified by a third party 

• Claimed overall data center power savings (as 
percentage) exceeding  the power path savings 
(due to the existence of some fixed losses, the 
overall percent savings will always be less than 
the power path savings) 

• Significant difference in wiring loss between AC 
and DC (wiring loss is essentially the same for 
both) 

• Failure to combine best known efficiencies for 
every segment of both AC and DC scenarios 

• Studies that mix DC power distribution with other 
efficiency improvements or IT load reduction 
methods 

• Savings expressed in absolute amounts – dollars, 
watts, or servers – for exceptionally large 
installations 

These inaccurate assumptions and analytical 
distractions can falsely skew the conclusion and 
overstate the advantage of DC distribution. 

 

T
statement misleads the reader to believe that 
DC would offer a 28% overall facility efficiency 
improvement over AC for a new facility, which i
times larger than the improvement shown in this 
report and is demonstrably false.  As shown in Tab

ES3 of the LBNL report, the 28% number is obtained by 

presuming that the IT device power supplies would be 

19% more efficient in a DC installation, which would 

clearly not be the case for new power supplies.  The 

detailed Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory repo

itself does not claim a new power supply efficiency gain 

more than 2%.  The 28% number also presumes an AC 

UPS of 85% efficiency, which is 11.2% less efficient than

commercially available AC UPS systems.  Furthermore, 

the statement does not account for the fixed losses in the

cooling plant which reduce the overall facility level 

improvement. 

 

T

completely account for the 28% number in the LBNL report, while this paper finds a DC benefit of only 0.94% in

data center power consumption.  If the LBNL report calculations are adjusted to the appropriate values for UPS 

and power supply efficiency, the conclusion of the LBNL report would be in agreement with this paper.  
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Conclusion 
There are significant losses in the power distribution systems of existing data centers, and it is in the interest of all 

or a data center built today, there is really no choice but to use AC power distribution, because the safety 

n and 

or the future, customers and suppliers should consider if DC will become a realistic alternative to AC.   

ibution 

 

 the attainment of approximately 1% improvement in the power distribution system is the goal, then in North 

V 

ny and every gain in efficiency is worthwhile.  However, it does not appear justified to make massive 
 

nters.  In 

irtually all the public articles wildly overstate the case for DC due to their reliance on an unfortunate and 

n 

 is true that there are many data centers operating today – and even under construction today – that have overall 

data center operators to reduce these losses in new data centers, and, if possible, in existing data centers. 

 

F

regulations, power distribution devices, and 380 V DC input IT products do not yet exist.  Most customers ca

should specify high efficiency into their new AC designs, and solutions are available today to achieve very high 

power distribution efficiency. 

 

F

Because the efficiency of the most recent generation of correctly designed high efficiency AC power distr

systems are so high to begin with, there is simply very little room for a DC alternative to provide a meaningful 

improvement.  Using the best data available, a reduction of data center power consumption of only 0.94% was

found to result from a hypothetical 380 V DC architecture (see Table 2). 

 

If

America the much faster way to get there is to convert the distribution standard to 277 V AC instead of to 380 

DC.  Power distribution at 277 V AC gives the same efficiency as 380 V DC, uses existing equipment and 

standards, is easier to implement in a mixed environment, and could be implemented almost immediately. 

 

A

changes to the IT, engineering, installation, and power industries over a course of 10 years for a gain of
less than 1%, particularly when gains nearly 20 times larger (on the order of 20% in total power 
consumption) are quite feasible by focusing on improvements to the cooling systems of data ce
fact, very minor adjustments in cooling system design or operating settings result in changes in data center power 

consumption that dwarf those possible by changing data centers from AC to DC. 

 

V

misleading statement in a report from Lawrence Berkley National Labs, a misunderstanding which has bee

explained and corrected in this paper. 

 

It

power distribution efficiency that has not been optimized, which will result in the waste of as much as 10% of all 

the power used by data centers.  DC distribution has been proposed to save this energy, but could take many 

years to implement.  Fortunately, there are newer AC approaches that achieve virtually the same efficiency gains 

but can be implemented NOW.  A systematic review of the data suggests that DC distribution is the wrong answer 

to the right problem. 
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